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Introduction
What is a shade audit? 

A shade audit is a tool for individuals or organizations 
to identify how your outdoor space is used and whether 
the existing shade (natural or built) provides  sufficient 
protection from ultraviolet radiation (UVR) for the users.   

A shade audit can:

• assist in the preplanning stage of the design of a site
• direct the changes needed  to existing sites
• be used for making the case to decision makers for

increasing shade

Why the need for UVR 
protection?
Ultraviolet radiation from the sun is 
classified by the International Agency 
for Research on Cancer as cancer 
causing. Every time skin is exposed 
to ultraviolet radiation, the 
structure and function of our skin 
cells change. Over time, the 
skin can become permanently 
damaged and this damage will 
get worse with each exposure 
and can lead to skin cancer.9

Research has shown that 
skin cancer accounts for 
nearly 1/3 of all cancers 
diagnoses in Ontario (Cancer 
Care Ontario, 2011). One in six 
children born today will develop 
skin cancer over the course of 
their lifetime (Canadian Dermatology 
Association, 2011).

The risk of skin cancer today is greater than it was 20 years 
ago and continues to increase. There is more exposure to 
ultraviolet rays as the protective layer of ozone around the 
earth becomes thinner due to the effects of pollution and 
chemicals (Canadian Cancer Society, 2012). As the risk 
for skin cancer increases, the need for sun protection is a 
matter of growing public concern. 

There are a number of personal sun protection measures 
such as clothing, use of sunscreen, etc. that are effective, 
however, they rely on the person to practice these 

behaviours and remember to do so. Not all people can 
afford to purchase the proper clothing and sunscreen.  

Shade is a universal protection method that 
does not discriminate based on one’s economic 

status, it is a passive intervention that 
eliminates exposure to UVR. In addition 

to providing protection from the sun’s rays, 
shade has environmental benefits.

In order to ensure an organization 
formally commits to maintaining and 

increasing shade coverage, it is 
recommended that a shade policy 
be adopted. A shade policy 
ensures that sun protection 

measures (such as shade) will 
be followed and considered in 

everything from site design to 
everyday practice. A shade policy 

can state that the provision of shade 
should be an essential element when 

planning, developing or refurbishing facilities.
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Co-benefits of shade
1. Provides thermally comfortable spaces 

for humans 
Shady spaces can provide comfortable spaces 
for humans to use on hot days. Natural shade is 
generally cooler than built shade as vegetation 
does not store heat and the evaporation of water 
through the leaves creates cooling. 

2. Mitigates the urban heat island effect 
The urban heat island effect is the heating of 
cities and sites due to their large amounts of 
asphalt roads, concrete walkways, plazas and lack 
of green space, water bodies and vegetation. 

3. Improves air quality 
Trees and other vegetation types improves air quality 
by removing CO2 from the atmosphere. 

4. Mitigates climate change effects 
Trees can play a significant role in the reduction of 
emissions from the burning of fossil fuels. 

5. Provides energy savings 
Trees can provide savings in heating and cooling costs 
of homes and office buildings by providing shade 
during summer months and acting as wind barriers 
during the winter months. 

6. Increases physical activity 
The opportunity is created for people to use the 
outdoor spaces for various physical activities for 
longer periods of time when they are shaded. This 
promotes better active and passive use of parks and 
open spaces by the public. 
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Understanding Ultraviolet Radiation
The Sun 
The sun emits light, heat and ultraviolet radiation (UVR). 
In Ontario, UVR is strongest and most damaging to the 
skin between April and September from 11 a.m.–4 p.m.  
The strength of UV rays can be ranked using the UV index 
which provides guidelines for sun protection. 

Direct and indirect UVR 
Ultraviolet (UV) rays are neither seen nor felt by humans 
and can cause skin damage during any season or 
temperature. It is important to understand that UV rays 
can reach you on a cloudy, hazy day, as well as on a bright 
sunny day. In addition to direct UV rays from the sun, UV 
rays can also reach you through indirect UVR. Indirect 
UVR is when UV rays are reflected off of surfaces such 
as cement, snow, white sand, water and light coloured 
surfaces. Though direct UVR is more intense than indirect 
UVR, indirect UVR can greatly increase the amount of UV 
reaching the skin and eyes and therefore should still be 
considered through surface material choices. (Environment 
Canada)

Reflective materials and surfaces 

To lower UVR levels, choose:

•	 Softer surfaces such as grass 
•	 Textured surfaces such as timber cladding 

or brick paving 
•	 Dark colours
•	 Large structures
•	 Side covers (e.g. side panel on a gazebo)
•	 To place neighbouring shrubs

Shadow Casting

It is important to know direction of true north in order to 
assess the effect of the sun’s course. Once this information 
is known, you can determine where a shadow will be cast 
for any object at any time of the day. 

The most important times to consider are mid-day and 
afternoon as this is when ultraviolet radiation is at its 
highest levels (11 a.m. – 4 p.m.).

Midday: shadows will be close beneath the object 
and are short 

Mid-afternoon: shadows fall in an easterly direction 
and are longer again 

Understanding where a tree or shade structure will cast its 
shadow is fundamental to effective shade planning. The 
placement of the shade structure or tree(s) should be south 
and west of the area to be shaded. Place it as close as 
possible to the area and ensure the shade casting will fall 
where needed.

Sun charts or computer programs, including WebShade 
and Google SketchUp, can also be used to find the 
position of the sun for any time of day throughout the year 
(Greenwood JS, Soulos GP, Thomas ND, 1998). 
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Natural and Built Shade 
Natural shade 

Natural shade is provided by trees, shrubs and climbing 
plants, however larger deciduous (leafy) trees provide the 
most effective UVR protection. There are many different 
species of deciduous trees, but the most effective trees for 
providing shade are those with large canopies that provide 
the heaviest shade density. 

Built shade 

Built shade is a permanent structure that can stand alone 
or be built on to existing buildings or structures. Examples 
of built shade are arbors, pergolas, gazebos, porch or patio 
roofs, retractable awnings and shade sails or the building 
itself. 

•	 When putting in a new building, the orientation of a 
building can help to provide shade to areas that are 
more commonly used such as to a patio or school yard 
area.

•	 Consider when deciding where to put a shade structure 
(such as a gazebo) that shade casting changes through 
the day and your structure may not be as effective in 
providing shade to the desired area. A simple solution 
may be to add a side panel (solid or of a UVR protective 
material) which will help direct shade casting. This can 
also be applied to existing structures.

•	 Opaque materials are more effective at blocking UVR

Adapted from: Durham Region Health Department.  
Site Design and Shade Solutions

Tree Species for Optimal Shade
•	 Accolade Elm
•	 Redmond Linden 
•	 Black Maple*
•	 Red Oak*
•	 Freeman Maple*
•	 Silver Maple*
•	 Hackberry*
•	 Sugar Maple*

•	 Bur Oak
•	 Sycamore 
•	 Kentucky Coffee
•	 Tulip 
•	 London Plane
•	 White Oak*
•	 Red Maple

*planting trees that are native to Waterloo 
Region is encouraged
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Site Design and Shade Solutions
Ideal site design

•	 Activity zones or places where 
people are congregating are in 
the shade (kids playing on tarmac 
at school or patio area for staff 
or residents). Trellis is also in this 
shaded area

•	 Play structures are broken into zones 
(e.g. sand pit, climber, swings) so 
trees can be placed around these 
areas and can be closer

•	 Trees are planted south and west of 
play zones

•	 Benches are placed amongst the 
tree areas

Design Guidelines
Considerations for design

•	 Shade the play equipment or frequently used activity zones

•	 Make sure shade is placed to the south and west sides of the area requiring shade

•	 Consider dividing the play structure into smaller pieces/zones in order to get shade closer to the structure

•	 Break up the tarmac and/or plant trees throughout the tarmac using tree pits 

•	 When planting young trees, consider erecting built shade such as sails which can provide shade in the interim while 
you wait for trees to mature

•	 When selecting a built structure, consider whether it is vandal resistant, durable and not climbable

•	 Consider human thermal comfort. Allowing for the wind to pass through a space or creating adjustable shade 
structures allow for outdoor comfort 

•	 Reduce reflective UVR by using surface materials that are textured, dark and not shiny

•	 If funds are limited, consider planting trees or placing built structures in timed phases on the site 

•	 When designing the site including the selection of trees, consider the sight lines (i.e. tall deciduous trees will allow 
visibility into the area) 

Sandbox

Trellis Patio

Building
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Considerations for planting trees

•	 Consider the conditions trees need to grow and thrive, 
such as soil type, exposure to wind and sun are all 
important factors to consider. 

•	 Choosing trees:

– Choose the right tree species. It is important to 
pick a deciduous tree that will have a large, dense 
canopy—for tree listing, see page 4 or check you’re 
your municipality who provide lists of tree species 
that provide adequate shade. 

– Plant trees that are 70–80 mm caliber (to increase 
survival of the tree)

– If budget is an issue, it is better to plant fewer but 
more established trees.

•	 Maintenance of trees:

– Trees have to be maintained in order for them to 
survive and thrive 

– Consider applying mulch to reduce compaction 

– Protect the tree from animals and lawn maintenance 
equipment—use wrap or fencing
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Resources
Base Maps & Shade Modelling 
The following tools can be used to obtain base maps for your site. Some of the tools are designed to help you build a 3D 
model of your shade audit site to project shade at different times of the day based on your orientation. Design solutions 
can be modelled and tested to ensure that shade falls in the right spots at the right times. 

Waterloo Region GIS Locator 
This interactive website allows you to create your own maps 
of areas within the Waterloo Region. This tool can be used 
to view aerial photos, overlay environmental information, 
view policy areas and jurisdictions, and much more. Great 
for creating maps of your property or study area, or for 
reports and school projects available for free use at http://
maps.region.waterloo.on.ca/locator/locator.htm

Google Earth 
Google Earth is a virtual globe, map and geographical 
information program. It maps the Earth by the 
superimposition of images obtained from satellite imagery, 
aerial photography and GIS 3D globe. You can view your 
neighbourhood from above and zoom down to the street 
level. This would be a good way to obtain a base map of the 
site for which you plan to conduct a shade audit. Available 
for free download at http://www.google.com/earth/
download/ge/agree.html

Google SketchUp 
Google SketchUp gives you the ability to easily create 
your own 3D models. With an easy-to-use interface and 
a wide variety of Help features, it’s the perfect tool for 
beginner and intermediate designers. It has the ability 
to create building shapes, trees and cast shadows at all 
times of day, all year round, anywhere in the world. It is 
user friendly and can be downloaded for free at http://
sketchup.google.com/

WebShade 
ShadeModeller is an interactive tool that allows you to 
test different shade solutions for your site at vari¬ous 
times of the day and year. You can create “virtual” 
shade by planting trees or building shade struc¬tures, 
and then change the location and size of elements 
until the optimum shade solution is achieved. For more 
information visit: http://www.webshade.com.au

MrSun app for iPod, iPhone, iPod touch + iPad 
MrSun determines where the sun will be at any given 
time, date, or location. A slider controls the time of day, 
and shows the direction of the sun (azimuth) and angle 
over the horizon (elevation) both numerically and visually. 
If the compass is available, the azimuth gauge will show 
you the direction of the sun relative to your position at 
any time. This app can be downloaded for free through 
Apple devices. 

http://maps.region.waterloo.on.ca/locator/locator.htm
http://www.google.com/earth/download/ge/agree.html
http://sketchup.google.com/
http://www.webshade.com.au
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For more information on: 

Skin Cancer 

Krueger, H., Williams, D., Chomiak, M., & Trenaman, 
L. (2010). The economic burden of skin cancer in 
Canada: Current and projected. Delta, B.C.: H. Krueger 
& Associates. Retrieved from: http://www.krueger.ca/
downloads/skincancer.pdf

Marrett, L., Rosen, C., Rhainds, M., Northrup, D., Purcell, J., 
Leatherdale, S., et al. (2008). National sun surveyHighlights 
report. Retrieved from: http://www.uvnetwork.ca/National-
SunSurveyHighlightsReport20080710.pdf

Designing for shade 

Brown, R.D. (2010). Design with Microclimate: the secret to 
comfortable outdoor space. Washington: Island Press. 

Campbell, H. (2004). Ontario EcoSchools School Ground 
Greening: Designing for Shade and Energy Conservation 
Guide. Toronto District School Board and Evergreen. Online, 
available at: http://www.evergreen.ca/en/lg/tdsb-guide.
pdf

Cooper Marcus, C., & Francis, C. (Eds.). (1998). People 
Places: Design Guidelines for Urban Open Space. Toronto: 
John Wiley & Sons Inc. Sullivan, Chip. (2002). Garden and 
Climate: New York: McGraw-Hill. 

http://www.krueger.ca/downloads/skincancer.pdf
http://www.uvnetwork.ca/National-SunSurveyHighlightsReport20080710.pdf
http://www.evergreen.ca/en/lg/tdsb-guide.pdf


Shade Audit Sample: Housing 
Step 1+2: Preparing for the Shade Audit + Considering the Site Context 

The following procedure was followed to start this sample shade audit: 

1. Obtained a base map from Google Earth, printed at a legible scale. 
2. Walked around the site taking specific notes of canopy size and maturity. 
3. Observed built versus natural shade over sidewalks, pathways, private property and shared areas. 
4. Jotted down other relevant information on the base map. 
5. Talked to home owners and site users.

Zone A
•	 Large, mature 

deciduous trees in 
good health 

•	 Umbrella-like 
canopies 

•	 Heavily shaded 
private yards and 
good sidewalk 
shade at all times 
of the day 

•	 Honey locust, oaks, 
maples 

Zone B
•	 Central shared space with bench 
•	 A large shade tree could be planted south of the 

bench 
•	 A trellis or other built structure could be used to 

shade the bench 
•	 The bench could be moved to an existing shady spot 

Zone C
•	 Walking paths 
•	 Good shade 

coverage from 
deciduous and 
coniferous trees 

•	 Comfortable space 
•	 Could use some 

benches, good 
spot for small 
playground 

Zone D
•	 Excellent shade provided by mature honey-locust 

trees 
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❑ ❑ ❑

❑ ❑ 

❑  ❑ 

Step 3: Observe and Evaluate the Site 

Activity zones (play 
structure, picnic area, etc.)

Assessment of shade (current 
status)

Reflective 
surfaces nearby

Priority for shade and 
shade solution

Zone A: Along west road

Users: Community adults and 
children, pedestrians

When is this area used?
morning 
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees  trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new established 
Condition healthy not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface
 grass, concrete

Other: 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 
resident use

Is shade adequate?
yes no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years? yes no

Shade Solution ideas
n/aBuilt Shade

houses

Zone B: Along South Road

Users: residents

When is this area used?
morning      
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new  established 
Condition healthy not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface
grass 

Other: 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 

Is shade adequate?
yes   no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years? yes  no

Shade Solution ideas
shade tree planted south of 
existing bench

Built Shade
houses

Zone C: Central area

Users: residents

When is this area used?
morning      
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new established 
Condition healthy  not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface
 grass

Other: 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 

Is shade adequate?
yes no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years? yes  no

Shade Solution ideas
good spot for small 
playground

Built Shade
houses
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Step 4: Envision a Solution 

After evaluating the site, it turns out that it is already quite shady. 

Step 5: Plan for Shade 

For this type of site that is already very shady, it is a good idea to take advantage of the shade and move or add landscape 
elements such as benches, play equipment and picnic tables in existing shady spots. 

1. Add a trellis with climbing vines oriented to the south over the central bench to provide a comfortable spot or move it 
onto the other side of the path (see picture to the right). 

2. Add more benches or picnic tables in the existing shady spots so that they can be taken advantage of. 

3. Keep an eye on the trees, eventually they will need to be replaced and when they do, use tree species with dense 
canopies as listed on page 4. 
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Shade Audit Sample: Parks 
Step 1+ 2: Preparing for the Shade Audit + Considering the Site Context 

The following procedure was followed to start this sample shade audit: 

1. Created a sketch of the site. 
2. Walked around the site taking specific notes of canopy size and maturity. 
3. Observed built versus natural shade over sidewalks, pathways, private property and shared areas. 
4. Jotted down other relevant information on the base map. 
5. Talked to home owners and site users.
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❑

Step 3: Observe and Evaluate the Site 

Activity zones (play 
structure, picnic area, etc.)

Assessment of shade (current 
status)

Reflective 
surfaces nearby

Priority for shade and 
shade solution

Zone: open area 

Users: children and adults

When is this area used?
morning     
mid-day
afternoon
evening

not used

Natural Shade
no trees trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day  aft. 
Coniferous  morn. mid-day  aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new established 
Condition healthy not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface
 grass

Other: 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 
not used

Is shade adequate?
yes no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years? yes no

Shade Solution ideas
plant the edges (not priority)Built Shade

none

Zone: Community play structure

Users: children and adults

When is this area used?
morning  
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day  aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

doesn’t provide shadeStatus of tree
Maturity new established 
Condition healthy  not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface
grass

Other: 
compression 
material under 
structure

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 
equipment attracts users

Is shade adequate?
yes  no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years? yes no

Shade Solution ideas
More trees on south west + 
closer to structure. Shade sail 
(to south). Benches under 
shade casting

Built Shade

Zone:

Users: 

When is this area used?
morning      
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees  trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new established 
Condition healthy  not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface

Other:

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 

Is shade adequate?
yes  no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years? yes no

Shade Solution ideas
Built Shade
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Step 4: Envision a Solution 

After evaluating the site, the playground is in desperate need of shade as the three trees planted near¬est are too far 
away and on the wrong side to provide shade to the playground. The trees are also in poor health and will take some time 
to grow. The open fields could use some pockets of shade through the planting of deciduous trees, but the priority is the 
playground area as it is highly used and exposed directly to the sun at all times of the day. 

Possible Solutions for the Playground: 

1. Plant appropriate, but fast growing deciduous trees (i.e. honey-locusts, lindens) in the grassy strip to the south. Get 
planting—the sooner the better, trees take time to grow. Try to use a variety of species over the whole site. 

2. Use shade sails over the play equipment, oriented to the south. 
3. Place picnic tables or other forms of site furniture under the shade of the existing trees. 

Although there are a number of solutions, time and money can aid or restrict what can be done. Think through the options 
carefully and choose what is right for the site. 

Test out your ideas before 
you build. 
The following model was done in Google SketchUp 
to show what the site would look like if trees were 
planted to the south and a shade sail was added over 
the play equipment. Google SketchUp offers a geo-
location tool so that you can import a satellite image 
of your exact site and place elements on top of the 
map. If you import your site, SketchUp will know what 
way the site is oriented and you can check out where 
shadows will fall at any time of the day, all year. Just 
remember, trees take time to grow so it would take a 
number of years for the site to become this shady. Summer Afternoon 
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Shade Audit Sample: Schools 
Step 1+2: Preparing for the Shade Audit + Considering the Site Context 

The following procedure was followed to start this sample shade audit: 

1. Obtained a base map from Google Earth, printed at a legible scale. 
2. Walked around the site taking specific notes of canopy size and maturity. 
3. Observed built versus natural shade over sidewalks, pathways, private property and shared areas. 
4. Jotted down other relevant information on the base map. 
5. Talked to home owners and site users. 

1. Soccer
Fields

2. Tarmac

3. West
Playground

4. North
Playground

5. Tot 
Playground
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Step 3: Observe and Evaluate the Site 

Activity zones (play 
structure, picnic area, etc.)

Assessment of shade (current 
status)

Reflective 
surfaces nearby

Priority for shade and 
shade solution

Zone: soccer field

Users: children and spectators

When is this area used?
morning 
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new established 
Condition healthy not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface
grass

Other: 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? used for active play

Is shade adequate?
yes no  on edges

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years?  yes   no

Shade Solution ideas
plant trees along the tarmac 
+ field edge on south side

Built Shade
none

Zone: west playground

Users: kindergarten students

When is this area used?
morning 
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees  trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new  established 
Condition healthy not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface
 grass, concrete

Other: sand

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? children play area

Is shade adequate?
yes  no

Will tree growth provide
enough shade in 10+ 
years?  yes   no

Shade Solution ideas
plant more trees around 
creative structure (south and 
west) and sand areas priority

Built Shade
building shades tarmac

Zone: North Playground

Users: children

When is this area used?
morning 
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day  aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new established 
Condition healthy not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface
grass

Other: 
dirt and woodchips

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 
highly used by children

Is shade adequate?
yes no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years?  yes no

Shade Solution ideas
move trees south and west 
closer to structure

Built Shade
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Step 4: Envision a Solution 

The north playground, west playground and tarmac are the areas of highest priority as they have the least amount of 
shade and are most frequently used. Deciduous trees can be planted around the perimeter of the fields to provide shade 
to spectators. 

Tarmac 
One of the best solutions to the sea of tarmac, found at 
schools across Ontario, is to break it up or provide tree 
trenches or grates. For this site, some possible solutions to 
shade the tarmac have been explored through sketches, as 
if looking at the site from above. 

Notes have been added to site pictures to explain what can 
be done to create shade in areas that need it most. 

North Playground 

•	 Trees have been placed with care, they are on the south 
side of the playground and with time, they will grow 
and provide good shade 

•	 The trees are maples and will provide heavy canopy 
cover 

•	 A few more trees could be planted in closer proximity 
to the playground on the south side 

•	 Benches could be placed on the north side of the 
existing trees 

•	 The bench and rocks are exposed to direct sunlight and 
could be shaded by trees or a trellis, they could also be 
re-located to shadier spots 

•	 Some of the trees on the site have not been properly 
maintained and are dead or dying; it is important to look 
after the trees 

West Playground 

•	 The sandbox, a place where children could sit and play for 
hours, is exposed directly to the sun 

•	 A shelter could be placed over the sand box or trees planted, 
in close proximity to the south, in a “u-shape” 

•	 Trees could be planted on either sides of pathways so that 
their canopies grow and eventually touch, creating a full 
canopy over the pathway 
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Shade Audit Tool
This shade audit tool has been adapted from Greenwood & Associates Pty Ltd. (2011). Creating Effective Shade 2011. 
Online, available at: sunsmart.com.au

Step 1: Preparing for the shade audit 

The best time to conduct a shade audit is around noon on a clear, sunny day from the late spring through to the fall. It is 
helpful if the person conducting the shade audit is familiar with the site and its various daily uses. 

Instructions:

Print out a top-view site plan/map or sketch the site as your base map on page 20 

– A good way to get a base map is to visit Waterloo Region GIS Locator, Google Maps or Google Earth. These 
sources can all provide a free satellite image of the site to be printed out. Page 7 provides more information 
about these tools. 

Mark where north is on the site plan 

Step 2: Consider the Site Context

Instructions:

Consider the questions below to get to know the site’s context (people’s opinions which may include the general 
public or staff, site requirements, etc.). This can be done without visiting the site and does not rely on observations.

Context Questions:

1. What are the opinions on the adequacy of existing shade and the need for new shade? 
2. Are there long-term development plans for the site? 
3. Are there any site design requirements (e.g. berms, wind protection, shrubbery walkway barrier)?
4. Are there other considerations or concerns relating to shade? 

Consideration/Concern Notes

Potential vandalism

Liability

Durability

Maintenance

Building restrictions

Safety

Rules or policies

Site not used often

Complaints about the site

Political climate

Other

http://sunsmart.com.au
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Site Sketch
If you do not have a map or site plan, sketch your site here: 
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Outdoor Space Summary Table
Activity zones (play 
structure, picnic area, etc.)

Assessment of shade (current 
status)

Reflective 
surfaces nearby

Priority for shade and 
shade solution

Zone: play structure

Users: children, caregivers

When is this area used?

EX
A

M
PL

E

morning 
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new  established 
Condition healthy not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface
grass, sand 

Other: plastic play 
equipment, low 
shrubs (east side) 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? most used space 
in park during UV peak 
periods—vulnerable users

Is shade adequate?
yes  no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years?  yes  no

Shade Solution ideas
Plant deciduous trees south + 
west of structure. Break play 
structure into separate smaller 
zones, plant trees between. 
Move benches to south west end .

Built Shade
Pergola—doesn’t block much sun and 
looks like one column is rotting. May need 
replacing.

Zone:

Users: 

When is this area used?
morning      
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees  trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day  aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new established 
Condition healthy not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface

Other: 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 

Is shade adequate?
yes  no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years?  yes no

Shade Solution ideas
Built Shade

Zone:

Users: 

When is this area used?
morning      
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees  trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day  aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day  aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new  established 
Condition healthy  not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface

Other: 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 

Is shade adequate?
yes  no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years?  yes   no

Shade Solution ideas
Built Shade
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Activity zones (play 
structure, picnic area, etc.)

Assessment of shade (current 
status)

Reflective 
surfaces nearby

Priority for shade and 
shade solution

Zone:

Users: 

When is this area used?
morning      
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day aft. 
Coniferous  morn. mid-day  aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new  established 
Condition healthy  not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface

Other: 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 

Is shade adequate?
yes  no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years? yes   no

Shade Solution ideas
Built Shade

Zone:

Users: 

When is this area used?
morning      
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees  trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day  aft. 
Coniferous morn. mid-day aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new established 
Condition healthy not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface

Other: 

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 

Is shade adequate?
yes no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years? yes  no

Shade Solution ideas
Built Shade

Zone:

Users: 

When is this area used?
morning      
mid-day
afternoon
evening

Natural Shade
no trees   trees

Provides shade over activity zone
Deciduous morn. mid-day  aft. 
Coniferous  morn. mid-day  aft.

Status of tree
Maturity new  established 
Condition healthy  not healthy

Shade density
heavy medium light N/A 

Ground Surface

Other:

Priority activity zones
high medium low

Why? 

Is shade adequate?
yes  no

Will tree growth provide 
enough shade in 10+ 
years?  yes   no

Shade Solution ideas
Built Shade
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Step 3: Observe and Evaluate the Site

On page 21, you will find an Outdoor Space Summary Table which you will be filling out. This table will help to summarize 
the information you collect regarding the outdoor space to be audited. Review the sections below to get an idea of what 
to put into the first three columns of the table.

Observe How the Site is Used
It is important to understand how the site is used (what are people doing, where and when) and to later use this 
information when prioritizing which activity zones to shade. 

Instructions:

Divide the site into activity zones based on all of the activities that take place from spring to fall (i.e. play 
equipment, open field, sitting areas, picnic area) 

On the site plan, label the different activity zones that you have identified

Record the activity zones in the Outdoor Space Summary Table -include details such as the type of user (e.g. 
children, seniors, staff, etc.)

Indicate in the table when the shade is required for the activity zone (morning, mid-day, afternoon or evening) 
based on when the zone is being used

Assessment of Shade 
Shade components include natural shade from woody vegetation such as trees and shrubs, human-built shade structures, 
and incidental shade from adjacent buildings or structures. 

Natural Shade 
When observing natural shade, note that only trees higher than 1.5 m will provide effective UVR protection. Short shrubs 
don’t generate much shade but can help reduce indirect UVR. 

Instructions:

Draw on your site plan each tree or group of similar trees that are present on the site

Record in the Outdoor Space Summary Table: 

Type of tree—is it a coniferous (evergreen) or deciduous (leafy) tree?

When the tree provides shade over the activity zone

Status of the tree—will it grow much larger (maturity)? Is it 
healthy or will it need to be replaced?

Shade density—look at the shade on the ground and match 
the density to one of the images to the right Shade Density Guide
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Built Shade 
Examples of built shade include trellises, pergolas, canvas 
shade structures or any human built structure that provides 
shade. 

Instructions:
Add any labels and drawings on to your site plan 
to correspond with built shade structures that are 
present

For all built shade structures, record in the Outdoor 
Space Summary Table: 

Whether the shade material blocks out UVR 

The condition of the shade structure, including any 
visible signs of damage 

If it can be climbed onto easily and any other 
potential safety hazards 

Any barriers to use 

Reflective Surfaces 
UV rays can reflect off of surfaces and reach the skin from 
all directions. Smooth, shiny and light-coloured surfaces 
such as snow, metal and concrete reflect the most amount 
of UVR. Although someone may be standing in the shade of 
a tree or structure, they may still be receiving a dangerous 
amount of UVR. 

Instructions:
In the Outdoor Space Summary Table, record 
what is used for the ground surface and any other 
reflective surfaces in that activity zone. 
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Step 4: Envision a Solution 

Now that you have a good idea of the activities that take place on the site and the amount of shade present, you can plan 
to improve the amount of UVR protection.

Prioritizing the activity zone

It is important to decide before envisioning a shade solution(s) whether or not this activity zone is even a priority for your 
site. Consider the bigger picture of the site—including the context considerations on page 19. 

Instructions:
Using the considerations below, rank the activity zone priority level (high, medium or low) and your rationale for 
this in the Outdoor Space Summary Table. 

Some considerations when prioritizing activity zones include:

Is the activity zone even being used?
Who is using the space (For example—priority would go to children as they are vulnerable users due to their increased 
risk for skin damage and are outdoors the most)? 

•	 The number of people typically involved (activities with the most people should have the highest priority for shade) 

•	 The time it occurs (activities that occur between 11 a.m.–4 p.m. should have the highest priority for shade) 

•	 Whether there is enough shade for all the people participating the activity

Is the shade adequate?

Shade Solution Ideas
Your shade solution ideas can use existing shade or create 
new shade. Sections A and B below provide you with some 
considerations or guidelines. Refer to your site plan to see 
whether your shade solution idea is possible.

You can create a 3D model of your 
proposed ideas to help you visualize the 
shade. Page 7 describes some different 
tools for shade modelling.

Instructions:

Using the Outdoor Space Summary Table, fill out your shade solution ideas for each activity zone—circle 
solutions that you feel are feasible or can provide the biggest impact for this activity zone

Draw any solution (natural shade or built structure) on your site plan (it may be useful to use a different colour to 
identify it as a future solution) 
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Use Existing Shade

Think creatively about ways to take advantage of existing 
shade. 

For example: 

•	 Move a picnic table under a large, shady tree 

•	 Relocate activities to shady areas 

•	 Trim low branches to allow for a shady picnic spot 

•	 Add side covers to existing shade structures 

•	 Plant trees and shrubs around existing shade to absorb 
scattered UVR 

– break large zones, e.g. play structure to allow for 
protection

– place seating, activity areas North and East of 
existing shade
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Create New Shade 

Depending on the orientation of your site, trees and built 
structures can be strategically placed to reduce UVR 
exposure and increase shade. 

The following are things to consider when creating new 
shade:

Considerations for Design:

•	 Shade the play equipment or frequently used activity 
zones

Make sure shade is placed to the south and 
west sides of the area requiring shade. Place 
it as close as possible to the area and ensure 
the shade casting will fall where needed.

•	 Consider dividing the play structure into smaller pieces/
zones in order to get shade closer to the structure

•	 Break up the tarmac and/or plant trees throughout the 
tarmac using tree pits 

•	 When planting young trees, consider erecting built 
shade such as sails which can provide shade in the 
interim while you wait for trees to mature

– when selecting a built structure, consider whether it 
is vandal resistant, durable and not climbable

•	 Consider human thermal comfort. Allowing for the wind 
to pass through a space or creating adjustable shade 
structures allow for outdoor comfort 

•	 Reduce reflective UVR by using surface materials that 
are textured, dark and not shiny

•	 If funds are limited, consider planting trees or placing 
built structures in timed phases on the site 

– when designing the site including the selection of 
trees, consider the sight lines (i.e. tall deciduous 
trees will allow visibility into the area) 

Considerations for planting trees:

•	 Consider the conditions trees need to grow and thrive, 
such as soil type, exposure to wind and sun are all 
important factors to consider. 

•	 Choosing trees

– Choose the right tree species. For example, it is 
important to pick a deciduous tree that will have a 
large, dense canopy—for tree listing, see page 4 or 
check you’re your municipality who provide lists of 
tree species that provide adequate shade. 

– Plant trees that are 70–80 mm caliber (to increase 
survival of the tree)

– If budget is an issue, it is better to plant fewer but 
more established trees.

•	 Maintenance of trees

– Trees have to be maintained in order for them to 
survive and thrive 

•	 Consider mulch compaction for ongoing maintenance 

•	 Protect the tree from animals and lawn maintenance 
equipment– use wrap or fencing

•	 Consider having a contract with your developer to 
have a two year maintenance agreement. Or consider 
tendering the company that you purchase the trees from 
to maintain them for two years. 
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Step 5: Plan for Shade 
Now that you have come up with your potential shade solutions and determined which are the most feasible and 
impactful, it is time to determine your next steps to make your shade solutions a reality. 

Fill out the following table and consider the questions below to help you.

Shade Plan Site:

Shade Solution Cost Funding 
(source and how)

Buy-in required?
(who and how)

Maintenance Plan Target date for 
completion

EX
A

M
PL

E

Plant 2 deciduous 
trees to south side of 
play structure

$1000 –Apply to Community 
Environmental Fund
–Municipal Parks and 
Recreation

–Manager
–Neighbourhood 
Association

–Tender landscape company 
to maintain trees for 2 years
–Apply protective tree 
wrapping

Trees planted by 
May 2013

Questions to assist you in creating your shade plan:
Shade Solution
Which shade solutions are you going to select? 
Are these shade solutions in line with existing policies, guidelines or criteria set by your organization?

Cost/Funding
How will you get the funds? 
Who are the funders?

Buy-in required?
Who needs to agree to this/whose buy-in do you need?
How will you make the case for this shade solution?
Who are the potential partners?  

Maintenance Plan
How will you maintain these trees or built structures?
Who will be responsible for maintenance?
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Notes



For more information contact:
Region of Waterloo Public Health 
Tobacco and Cancer Prevention Program 
519-575-4400
www.regionofwaterloo.ca/ph

http://www.regionofwaterloo.ca/ph
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